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16mm, sil., "B" wind, Kodachrome II master, 188' long. Photography by Cecil Stoughton. Source, Paul Fisher, White House Item #8 of Box 17.

Footage of visits to the Otis AFB Base Hospital and Children's Hospital in Boston, from the time when Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy entered until she left.

0' - Pierre Salinger comes out to speak to the press assembled on the Base Hospital lawn.

9' - President John F. Kennedy (JFK) arrives, enters. On leaving he is seen with his sister, Mrs. Jean Smith.

32' - Crowd is gathered at entrance of Children's hospital. The President comes out and drives off.

52' - Helicopters arrive. President and party enter automobiles and drive to Otis. His brothers accompany him in and out.

91' - The President arrives with his brothers in automobiles. They board helicopters with Caroline Kennedy and John F. Kennedy Jr. They land at Otis and JFK drives with the children to the hospital. They exit, return to the helicopters for return to residence. Some interiors of the President's helicopter.

163' - President returns in car. He and Mrs. Kennedy leave the hospital and drive away.

179' - Helicopter lands. President and Mrs. Kennedy come out.

188' - end action